Phenylalanine hydroxylase (PAH) is the enzyme that converts phenylalanine to tyrosine as a rate-limiting step in phenylalanine catabolism and protein and neurotransmitter biosynthesis. Over 300 mutations have been identified in the gene encoding PAH that result in a deficient enzyme activity and lead to the disorders hyperphenylalaninaemia and phenylketonuria. The determination of the crystal structure of PAH now allows the determination of the structural basis of mutations resulting in PAH deficiency. We present an analysis of the structural basis of 120 mutations with a 'classified' biochemical phenotype and/or available in vitro expression data. We find that the mutations can be grouped into five structural categories, based on the distinct expected structural and functional effects of the mutations in each category. Missense mutations and small amino acid deletions are found in three categories: 'active site mutations', 'dimer interface mutations', and 'domain structure mutations'. Nonsense mutations and splicing mutations form the category of 'proteins with truncations and large deletions'. The final category, 'fusion proteins', is caused by frameshift mutations. We show that the structural information helps formulate some rules that will help predict the likely effects of unclassified and newly discovered mutations: proteins with truncations and large deletions, fusion proteins and active site mutations generally cause severe phenotypes; domain structure mutations and dimer interface mutations spread over a range of phenotypes, but domain structure mutations in the catalytic domain are more likely to be severe than domain structure mutations in the regulatory domain or dimer interface mutations. European Journal of Human Genetics (2000) 8, 683-696. 
Introduction
Phenylalanine hydroxylase (PAH) is the enzyme that catalyses the conversion of phenylalanine to tyrosine, a ratelimiting step in phenylalanine catabolism and protein and neurotransmitter biosynthesis (see recent reviews [1] [2] [3] [4] ). For catalytic activity, the enzyme requires a cofactor tetrahydrobiopterin (BH 4 ), enzyme-bound iron and molecular oxygen. The activity is tightly regulated by a variety of mechanisms, including activation by the substrate phenylalanine, inhibition by the cofactor BH 4 , and additional activation by phosphorylation. Phenylalanine is both an essential amino acid and toxic at pathophysiological levels. Consequently, defects in PAH result in the disorders hyperpheylalaninaemia (HPA) and phenylketonuria (PKU), characterised by elevated serum concentrations of phenylalanine 5, 6 (Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM), http:/ /www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/omim). Deficiency of PAH enzymatic activity is the most common cause of HPA, with 99% mutant alleles mapping to the PAH gene; the remainder map to the genes coding for other enzymes involved in BH 4 homeostasis. The disorder is transmitted in an autosomal recessive pattern and is the most common inborn error of amino acid metabolism in the Caucasian population, affecting on average one in 10 000 people. PAH deficiency is highly heterogenous and results in a broad spectrum of phenotypes. Severe deficiency of PAH activity is termed 'classical PKU', while the milder forms of the disorder have been categorised for diagnostic and therapeutic purposes into 'moderate PKU', 'mild PKU' and 'mild HPA (MHP)'. PKU patients require dietary control of phenylalanine uptake to prevent physical, neurological and cognitive abnormalities.
PAH deficiency is also highly heterogeneous genetically, with over 300 mutations identified 7 (PAH Mutation Analysis Consortium Database, http://www.mcgill.ca/pahdb). The heterogeneity of phenotypes may reflect this continuous spectrum of mutant enzyme activities, and additionally the plethora of possible combinations of mutations that result in over 10 000 genotypes corresponding to different compound mutations. A simple correlation between PAH genotype and the metabolic phenotype may not always exist; 8 however, recent studies suggested that the PAH genotype is indeed the main determinant of the metabolic phenotype in most patients with PAH deficiency, 9, 10 (and references therein).
One such analysis, applied to a large number of patients in several different medical centers, allowed the classification of 105 PAH mutations for which the prediction of the biochemical phenotype from diverse genotypes is possible. 10 One of the requirements in the quest to elucidate the molecular basis of PKU is the knowledge of the threedimensional structure of PAH. We have recently determined the crystal structure of a truncation mutant of rat PAH (lacking 24 C-terminal residues) with catalytic and regulatory properties of the wild-type protein. 11 Previously, the crystal structures of smaller fragments, lacking the regulatory domain, of human PAH 12, 13 and a homologous enzyme, rat tyrosine hydroxylases (TyrOH) 14 have also been determined.
Jointly, this structural information now allows a structural interpretation of any PAH mutation resulting in PAH deficiency. Rat PAH shares 92% identity and 96% similarity with human PAH and the structures of the catalytic domains are basically identical; the structure of rat PAH therefore represents an adequate model to interpret the structural effects of mutations. A monomer of PAH comprises an N-terminal regulatory domain (residues 1-119), a catalytic domain (residues 120-427) and a C-terminal tetramerisation domain (residues 428-452) (Figure 1 ). The catalytic domain consists of 13 helices and nine -strands; its helices form a basket-like arrangement that surrounds a deep pocket where the active site is located. The iron is bound at the floor of this pocket, coordinated by residues H285, H290 and E330. The core of the regulatory domain has an α/ sandwich structure, but the very N-terminal sequence (residues 1-33) reaches across the catalytic domain active site and acts as an autoregulatory sequence. 11 The domain interface of the regulatory and catalytic domains is formed by the association of the -sheet of the regulatory domain mainly with the segments 118-131 and 409-422 of the catalytic domain. The phenylalanine regulatory site is proposed to be located in the vicinity of this interface.
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A PAH dimer is formed by the regulatory domain of one monomer contacting the catalytic domain of the other (Figure 1 ). The tetramerisation domain is a 40Å-long α-helix, and the tetramer forms through the association of four helices into an antiparallel coiled coil. 13 Site-directed mutagenesis in conjunction with a threedimensional structure of a protein has emerged as one of the most powerful methods in understanding protein function. Here, we use the database of naturally occurring mutations in PAH jointly with the three-dimensional structure in an analogous way to elucidate their effects on protein function, which ultimately defines the metabolic phenotype of PKU. Because of the complex effects many mutations have on the PAH protein, we expect the analysis to be informative to variable degrees for different mutations, but be of predictive value with respect to the phenotype for at least a subset of mutations, and be able to identify the mutations for which simple correlations may not exist. Similar structural analyses have been performed in the past on different diseaseassociated proteins, although on smaller numbers of mutations (eg [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] ). Similarly, structural interpretations of selected mutations in PAH have been reported recently. 4, [12] [13] [14] 22 However, the criteria for selection of mutations analysed in these studies have not been detailed, and the effects have been discussed without the structural knowledge of the entire protein.
To gain more general insights into the molecular basis of PAH deficiency, we chose in this study to correlate the metabolic phenotype and expression studies with the structural knowledge for a larger unbiased set of mutations. We examine the structural environment of the corresponding residues and seek to explain its effect on activity in the most informative subset of 120 mutations that includes the 104 'classified' mutations, 10 and additionally all the mutations for which the activity of the corresponding expressed proteins has been tested in vitro 7, 23 (Table 1) . The structural analysis allows us to formulate some simple rules that can be used to predict the effects of newly identified and unclassified mutations. An independent analysis of the structural effects of a larger number of PAH mutations has been reported very recently, after our study had been completed. 24 The authors of this study made no attempt to correlate their findings with disease phenotype, or to provide any general insights into the molecular basis of PKU and genetic diseases.
Figure 1
Missense mutations in the three-dimensional structure of a dimer of PAH-24. The two monomers are related by a two-fold rotation around an axis perpendicular to the plane of the paper. The protein is shown in a ribbon representation, with the colours reflecting the domain organisation (N-terminal autoregulatory sequence, magenta; regulatory domain, green; catalytic domain, cyan). The tetramerisation domain is not present in this structure, but would be located at the C-terminus of PAH-24. The N-terminal 18 residues represent a mobile sequence and are not shown (the N-terminus corresponds to residue 19). Also mobile is the sequence 137-142, represented by a thin straight line. The iron atom is shown as a grey sphere. The side chains of residues affected by missense mutations causing PKU and listed in Table 1 are shown in a ball-and-stick representation. In the case of glycines, the Cα atom is enlarged for better visibility. The colours reflect the mutation category: active site mutations, yellow; domain structure mutations, red (mostly buried residues) or orange (surface residues); dimer interface mutation, blue. The figure was generated with the programs BOBSCRIPT 48 and RASTER3D. Mutations are referred to by their 'trivial names', as registered in the PAH Mutation Analysis Consortium Database (http://www.mcgill.ca/pahdb). The corresponding recommended systematic names 27 can be found in the database.
For consistency, amino acid residues are also referred to by the single letter code. The phenotypes specified are metabolic phenotypes as classified by Guldberg et al. 10 These assignments were based on dietary phenylalanine tolerance (in patients with PKU) or pretreatment blood phenylalanine levels (in patients with MHP). To keep blood phenylalanine levels at 300 mmol/l, patients with classic PKU tolerate < 20 mg phenylalanine/kg body weight/d (equivalent to 250-350 mg/d); patients with moderate PKU tolerate 20-25 mg phenylalanine/kg body weight/d (equivalent to 350-400 mg/d); patients with mild 23 . When the amount of immunoreactive protein is decreased as compared to the wild-type protein, this indicates reduced stability, through any of the processes such as defective synthesis or increased degradation. By contrast, normal levels of immunoreactive protein with decreased enzymatic activity reflect a stable protein with affected kinetic parameters. Details on the in vitro expression data can be found in the PAH Mutation Analysis Database (http://www.mcgill.ca/pahdb) and in Waters et al 23 and Bjorgo et al (as indicated by superscript 'a'). Cell lines used: COS, monkey kidney cell line; A293, human embryonic kidney cell line; SW613-12A1, human colon adrenocarcinoma cell line. TNT-T7 is a rabbit reticulocyte lysate based cell-free expression system. PAH enzymatic activity is assayed in lysates; both the natural cofactor tetrahydrobiopterin or a synthetic analogue (6-methyltetrahydropterin) have been used. PAH immunoreactive protein is quantified by western blots of cell lysates. Specific activity denotes the activity of purified PAH protein normalised relative to the quantity of the protein.
For classic PKU mutations IVS1nt5G′T, IVS2nt5G′C, IVS7nt1G′A, IVS7nt5G′A, IVS8nt1G′A, IVS8nt-7A′G, IVS10nt-11G′A, IVS10nt-3C′T, IVS10nt-1G′A, and IVS11nt5G′A, moderate PKU mutation E6nt-96A′G and mild PKU mutation IVS4nt-5C′G in the 'Proteins with truncations and large deletions' category, no information is available either on in vitro expression or the structural environment, and have therefore not been included in Table 1 . 
Results

Overview of mutations
As a step towards understanding the molecular basis of PKU, we present the interpretation of the effect of mutations on PAH activity, based on the available three-dimensional structural information of PAH, 11, 13 of 120 mutations associated with PKU that include the 104 'classified' PKU mutations 10 and all the mutations where the corresponding mutant PAH protein has been expressed in vitro 7, 23 (Table 1) .
Mutations in PAH associated with PKU occur in all 13 exons of the PAH gene and the flanking nucleotide sequence, and comprise missense, nonsense, insertion, deletion, frameshift and splicing mutations. Based on their apparent effects on the structure and function of PAH, we arranged the mutations in five structural mutation categories (Table 2) . We discuss the structural effects together with the available in vitro expression data and evolutionary conservation, and correlate these data with the metabolic phenotype.
Mutations can affect the specific activity of the enzyme (through altered kinetic behaviour), decrease the PAH protein level without affecting the specific activity, or both. To predict the metabolic phenotype, it may not always be necessary to determine which of these effects is the dominant one; for example, a truncated protein lacking crucial active site residues cannot be active, irrespective of the quantity of protein actually expressed. The structural analysis, combined with an analysis of residue conservation in PAH sequences during evolution (Figure 2 ), tells us how important are the catalytic and structural roles the affected residues play in the enzyme; what we are assessing is the correlation between the anticipated effect of the mutation on the structure, and the metabolic phenotype. We can expect the correlation may be less evident for a subset of mutations, such as the ones affecting structurally important residues. The analysis should shed light on the likely effect of the mutations on thermodynamic stability of the protein; however, the simultaneous effects on the folding pathway (which may lead to incorrect association of polypeptides), and the intracellular stability (which involves interactions with chaperones, proteases and other factors), may be more difficult to assess. The same considerations underscore the previously observed discordances between genotype and metabolic phenotype, 8 (and references therein). Expression studies of mutant proteins can further illuminate these processes, and for this reason we discuss our structural interpretations in the light of the available expression data. Expression of the mutant proteins in different in vitro systems can yield different results. 22, 23 We present all the available data, but note that mammalian expression systems will more closely reflect the true situation; similarly, careful analysis of the expressed proteins is necessary. Finally, unexpected effects of mutations in the coding region on the splicing process represent yet another complication. 28 In the absence of RT-PCR studies in PKU patients, little is presently known about such effects for most mutations, and we generally assume full-length transcripts are produced.
Active site mutations
Because the exact roles in substrate binding and catalysis of many amino acid residues in the PAH active site are not yet known, we considered mutations affecting any residue lining the active site cavity in this category (yellow in Figures 1 and  3) . Most of these residues are strictly conserved in PAH sequences ( Figure 2 ). The iron, bound to the enzyme through the side chains of H285, H290, and E330, is essential for enzymatic activity. Accordingly, the mutation H285Y causes classic PKU, and the mutations H285S and H290S in the rat enzyme yielded enzymes with undetectable specific activities. 23 The crystal structure of the catalytic domain of PAH with 7,8-dihydrobiopterin bound 29 identifies the putative residues involved in BH 4 binding. The G247V mutation affects one of these residues and results in severely decreased activity. The A322G mutant retains about 75% activity in vitro; this residue binds pterin through its main chain atoms, and is accordingly not conserved in Drosophila PAH. Mutations of some other pterin-binding residues in PAH (L249F, L249H, L255V, L255S) have been found in PKU patients. Mutations of Figure 2 Amino acid sequence alignment of rat, human, mouse, Drosophila and C. elegans PAH (SwissProt accession numbers P04176, P00439, P16631, P17276, P90925). Residues conserved in three, four or five proteins are highlighted in grey, orange and yellow, respectively. Elements of secondary structure as observed in the crystal structure of rat PAH-24 11 and their denominations are indicated above the PheOH sequence; the colours indicate the domain structure as shown in Figure 1 (N-terminal autoregulatory sequence, magenta; regulatory domain, green; catalytic domain, cyan). The secondary structure of the tetramerisation domain (blue) is indicated as observed in the crystal structure of the C-terminal fragment (residues 118-452) of human PAH. 13 The missense mutations associated with PKU are indicated below the sequences according to the structural mutation categories: 'a', active site mutations; 'i', dimer interface mutations; 's', domain structure mutations. The figure was generated with the program ALSCRIPT. another residue involved in pterin binding (E286A and E286Q), so far not observed in PKU patients, have been made in rat PAH and expressed in E. coli; the corresponding proteins have very low specific activities (0.5 and 0.02% of wild type, respectively), and E286A has a 70-fold increased K m for BH 4 . 23 Other mutations in the active site may affect phenylalanine substrate binding, the overall structure of the active site, or have more indirect effects by affecting protein folding and stability. Several mutations cluster in the C 2/Cα7A loop. The E280K mutation would be expected to affect severely the electrostatic properties of the active site crevice.
Figure 3
Active site mutations in the three-dimensional structure of a monomer of PheOH-24. Residues affected by mutations (yellow) and the rest of the protein are drawn as in Figure 2 . The side chains of H290 and E330 are also shown (grey). The view is related to the view in Figure 1 by a 90° rotation along the y axis.
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The more subtle modification E280A retains 30% specific activity in rat PAH, 23 and the corresponding mutation in TyrOH yields similar results, 30 suggesting this residue does not have a direct role in catalysis. The following residue, P281, protrudes in the active site and is likely an important determinant of the active site configuration. The results from in vitro expression suggest it may also be important for stability. However, while P281L and P281R mutants of rat PAH expressed in E. coli also have the activity reduced 100-fold, the P281 A mutant retains 83% activity. 23 It appears that bulky residues take up space required for substrate binding and catalysis (the K m for the P281L mutant of rat PAH is increased 23-fold compared with wild type), but may simultaneously affect folding and stability. The charge elimination by the D282N mutation would also be expected to affect the conformation of the C 2/Cα7A loop, as this loop is held by a salt bridge between D282 and R270; this may explain the severe consequences of this apparently subtle mutation. R270 is similarly sensitive to modification; even the R270K mutation in rat PAH results in a complete loss of activity. 23 The D328S and R316K mutations in TyrOH, of the residues corresponding to D282 and R270 in PAH, respectively, affect amino acid substrate binding. 30 However, reduced stability is likely the most important attribute for the association of the R270S mutation with PKU in vivo, as underscored by the increased aggregation of the R270S mutant protein expressed in E. coli and increased degradation when expressed in eukaryotic cells. 22 The remaining mutations in Table 1 , Y277D, F331L, G346R, S349P, G352R, and T380M all map to a similar region of the active site crevice, opposite with respect to the iron binding site to where the pterin binding site is located. This is the most likely region for the phenylalanine binding site.
11,31 G352 and T380 are not conserved in bacterial PAH and in the homologue tryptophan hydroxylase (TrpOH), perhaps reflecting differences in substrate specificity. The hydroxyl group of S349 also hydrogen bonds to the side chain of the iron-ligating residue H285; this arrangement may be crucial for the proper configuration of the iron binding site. Also in this region is residue T278; T278A, T278N and T278I mutations are associated with PKU, while the T278V mutation of rat PAH reduces the activity twofold.
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Domain structure mutations
The mutations in this category affect either residues forming the hydrophobic cores of the protein domains, or residues that may in other ways be responsible for the structural integrity of the individual domains (red in Figure 1 ). Correlations between genotype and phenotype may be most difficult to make out for the mutations in this category, because they may affect not only the thermodynamic stability of a protein, but also processes that lead to the adoption of the folded structure, such as protein folding and possible non-specific association during folding, and consequently associations with cellular factors involved in this process, such as chaperones, and proteases. However, the analysis is useful if only to identify mutations in this class, because these mutations will be the most likely ones to show complex phenotypic behaviour. A few mutations in this class may also affect the specific activity by indirectly affecting the active site structure through structural perturbations. Mutations R158Q, V245A, F299C, A300S, I306V, G344S and L348V affect residues very close to the active site. Some of the corresponding mutant proteins (R158Q, F299C) accordingly form stable proteins with reduced catalytic activities during in vitro expression. While the F299C mutant is essentially inactive when expressed in E. coli, the F299Y mutation only reduces the activity twofold in rat PAH expressed in E. coli, 23 suggesting a bulky side chain is required in this position. Mutants C265S, Q267E and V291T of rat PAH affecting structural residues very close to the active site have their activities reduced to 30, 11 and 57% of the wild type, respectively; 23 the activities appear to correlate with the magnitude of the change. Most residues affected by the mutations in the domain structure category are entirely or mostly buried (red in Figure 1 ). Different types of mutations will have different effects. Mutations of large buried hydrophobic residues to smaller ones create cavities in the hydrophobic core and destabilise the protein, the larger the resulting cavity the larger the effect; 32 mutations in this group include F39L, F55L, V177A, V190A, V245A, L255V, F299C, I306V, F372L, and L348V. The mutations of small hydrophobic residues to larger ones may in most cases be even more devastating, because they would require the surrounding protein to adjust and create space for the accommodation of the bulkier side chains; the mutations in this group are A47V, V230I, A246V, A259V, L333F, V388M, and A403V. Mutations of buried hydrophobic residues to polar ones will have effects analogous to the ones described above, but additionally burial of polar side chains will result in a further decrease in stability; many PAH domain structure mutations fall in this group, eg L48S, I94S, A104D, F161S, I164T, I174T, L255S, A259T, A342T, I269N. Finally, there are a few deleterious mutations of buried polar residues, mainly arginines (R241C, R241H, R243Q, R252G, R252Q, R252W, R408Q, and R408W). Arginines have long aliphatic side chains with a positively charged head group. The polar atoms may form specific electrostatic and hydrogen-bonding interactions important for stability (eg R243 with D129, and R252 with D315), but the aliphatic portion of the side chain may also provide important hydrophobic stabilisation. Mutations to the conformationally restricted proline residues (eg L194P, A195P, S231P, L311P) represent a special group of mutations that may have severe folding effects. The minority of domain structure mutations affect surface residues (orange in Figure 1 ). Because surface amino acids can Structural basis of phenylketonuria y IG Jennings et aloften freely be replaced with little effect on protein stability, 32 the PKU-associated mutations of surface residues probably reflect important structural or folding roles of the affected residues in the enzyme. Accordingly, some of these residues form electrostatic interactions that are affected by the substitutions (D84Y affects interaction with R86, R157N affects interaction with E183, R176L affects interaction with D229, and R413P and R413S affect interaction with E422). Glycines have conformational properties not accessible to other amino acids; conformational constraints imposed may therefore explain the effects of mutations G46S, G171A and G218V. Conversely, mutations that enhance conformational degrees of freedom (E178G and E390G) can increase the free energy of the unfolded state, also resulting in destabilisation. 32 Mutations of polar surface residues to hydrophobic ones destabilise the folded state of the protein (mutations T92I and E178V). The D143G mutation occurs in a loop at the edge of the active site crevice and may affect the active site structure besides stabilising the unfolded state. Finally, S87R and R155H mutations would lead to only minor structural effects, consistent with their mild phenotypes. The domain structure mutation category includes two oneresidue deletions delI94 and delL364. While amino acid substitutions often exhibit only local effects on the protein structure, deletions will in general have more severe effects, as they can only be accommodated by structural rearrangements of the surrounding sequence. Smaller effect would only be expected when deletions occur in longer solvent exposed loops. The effect of delI94 is likely less severe than the effect of delL364 because the former is located in the regulatory domain distant to the active site.
An extensive characterisation of the mutations R252G, R252Q, L255V, L255S, A259V and A259T recently showed that misfolding is the major cause for the metabolic defect for these mutations. 22 All mutant proteins showed reduced cellular stability when expressed in human embryonic kidney cells, and the folding defect further manifested itself through defective oligomeric assembly and increased proteolytic degradation in both prokaryotic and eukaryotic systems. The evolutionary conservation of affected residues in PAH ( Figure 2 ) and other aromatic amino acid hydroxylases correlates well with the structural observations; mutations of non-conserved residues lead to milder phenotypes, while mutations of highly conserved residues often lead to severe phenotypes.
Dimer interface mutations
Mutations in this category affect residues in the dimer interface (blue in Figure 1 ). Because extensive surface areas of individual PAH monomers are buried in the dimer interface, monomers are expected to be unstable on their own, and association is probably coupled with subunit folding. The nature of structural effects of mutations in the dimer interface will therefore be similar to the effects of mutations in the hydrophobic core of the protein domains, albeit the functional consequence of these effects may be less severe in the former. The dimer interface also probably participates in the conformational changes occurring upon activation by phenylalanine, and the interface mutations may interfere with the activation process. Most residues in the dimer interface affected by mutations are strictly conserved in PAH sequences (Figure 2) .
In vitro expression studies indicate that I65T, R261Q and Y414C mutations result in decreased protein levels, suggesting folding and stability are affected. R261 is also located close to C237, chemical modification of which mimics phenylalanine activation. 33 Similarly, R68S and D415N affect residues in both the dimer and domain interfaces and may influence phenylalanine activation. R261 and D415 are accordingly not conserved in some PAH sequences that may not be regulated as the mammalian enzymes. Most dimer interface mutations are associated with milder forms of PKU, suggesting alterations of the dimer interface have less severe consequences than alterations of the domain hydrophobic cores. The exception is the G239S mutation; the severe effect of this mutation may be a combination of steric hindrance introduced in the dimer interface and more restrictive conformational properties of the bulkier side chain that may interfere with folding.
Proteins with truncations and large deletions
Proteins with truncations and large deletions can be caused by nonsense and splicing mutations. While nonsense mutations result in C-terminally truncated proteins, splicing mutations can produce terminal or internal deletions, for example by exon skipping.
The catalytic domain of PAH spans residues 120-427. The most C-terminal residue lining the catalytic cavity is Q383. If the proteins carrying nonsense mutations are expressed, the proteins terminating before residue Q383 would have an incompletely assembled active site; indeed, the corresponding mutations are all associated with classic PKU (Table 1) . The R243X and G272X mutant proteins have been expressed in vitro; both are unstable in mammalian cells, but the former produces a stable protein with undetectable catalytic activity in E. coli.
Most splicing mutations occur in the introns; however, the mutation E6nt-96A → G that was originally referred to as Y204C actually affects RNA splicing in vivo. 34 Similarly, mutations G272X, P281L and R408Q result in transcripts with one or more exons skipped in addition to full-length transcripts, while Y356X yields no full-length transcripts in patients' lymphocytes. 28 This indicates that many mutations believed to affect the PAH enzyme may (also) affect splicing, and consequently patient mRNA should be analysed for all mutations. At present such analyses are available only for a few mutations. Structurally, at least exons 4-12 are absolutely required to produce an active enzyme.
The mutation IVS12nt1G → A results in a truncated protein lacking the C-terminal 52 residues (residues 401-452). 35 While deletions of the tetramerisation domain do not affect the catalytic and regulatory properties of PAH to a large extent, [36] [37] [38] residues 409-422 participate in the dimer and domain interfaces. 11 In vitro expression of the mutant protein comprising residues 1-400 suggests an unstable protein is produced. The mutation E6nt-96A → G results in a 32-amino acid deletion, with residues 205-235 substituted for a single serine residue. 34 The affected region forms part of the dimer interface and would be expected to affect folding, stability and the integrity of the active site.
Fusion proteins
If expressed, insertion or deletion mutations introducing frameshifts will result in mutant proteins containing a truncated PAH sequence fused to an unrelated sequence at the C-terminus; such proteins are herein referred to as fusion proteins. Because an assembled active site is required for PAH activity, frameshift mutations at residues N-terminal to residue Q383 will result in inactive proteins. Indeed it is found that such mutant proteins are all associated with classic PKU. Mutations C-terminal to residue Q383 may indirectly affect the active site, interfere with folding, cause aggregation, or form unstable proteins. One of these mechanisms may be responsible for the classic PKU phenotype associated with frameshifts at residues P407 and K452. No in vitro expression data are available for any of the fusion proteins.
Discussion
The synthesis of a functional protein from a gene is neither a one-step nor a single-route process. Processes of splicing, translation and protein folding compete with simultaneous degradation processes, all in the context of a complex cellular environment. The link between the final protein activity and the resulting disease phenotype represents yet another degree of complexity. 8 Nevertheless, the function of the protein will ultimately depend on the three-dimensional structure it adopts, and the nucleotide and the corresponding amino acid sequences are the basic determinants of the cellular fate and the activity of the protein. By examining the native three-dimensional structure the protein activity depends on, we should therefore unearth the mechanisms by which mutations perturb this structure and consequently the activity. Such an analysis represents only one piece in the genotype-to-phenotype puzzle, but especially when examined in the context of other data, such as in vitro expression studies, will help in determining the genotype-phenotype correlations. Likewise, site-directed mutagenesis when combined with the knowledge of the three-dimensional structures of proteins represents one of the most powerful methods to examine protein function.
The existence of some correlation between our structural interpretations and metabolic phenotype becomes apparent when the distribution of phenotypes is examined in the different structural mutation categories (Table 2) . Proteins with truncations and large deletions, fusion proteins and active site mutations usually result in severe phenotypes. Domain structure mutations spread over a range of phenotypes, but mutations in the catalytic domain are more likely to be severe than mutations in the regulatory domain. Dimer interface mutations result in similar range of phenotypes as the domain structure mutations in the regulatory domain.
Our analysis allows the formulation of a few simple rules relating genotype with the metabolic phenotype.
(a) Nonsense mutations will generally lead to classic PKU, unless they are located at the extreme C-terminus of the protein and do not reduce protein expression.
(b) Splicing mutations will similarly result in classic PKU, with the possible exception of mutations that affect splicing only to a minor extent and/or result in expressed proteins missing only exons 1-3 and/or 13.
(c) Missense mutations and small amino acid deletions and insertions have to be analysed individually, assessing the magnitude of amino acid substitution, insertion or deletion.
(d) Active site mutations will often lead to classic PKU, although less severe effects are possible. Determination of three-dimensional structures of complexes of PAH with substrates or products and site-directed mutagenesis in combination with kinetic analyses will be necessary to further define the roles of important active site residues, and this in turn will be useful for the predictions of effects of mutations.
(e) Domain structure mutations will result in the broadest range of metabolic phenotypes, depending on the location of the affected amino acid; mutations in the catalytic domain will generally have more severe phenotypes than mutations in the regulatory domain, and mutations of buried residues will generally have more severe effects than mutations of surface residues.
(f) Whilst the mechanisms leading to loss of activity for dimer interface mutations are similar as for domain structure mutations, the associated phenotypes will generally be less severe for the former class.
Our analysis also shows that the largest percentage of mutations associated with PKU are domain structure mutations that generally affect the folding efficiency and thermodynamic stability of the protein, resulting in a reduced intracellular stability. Whilst it is usually possible to determine the effects such mutations may have on the native three-dimensional structure through an analysis like ours, Structural basis of phenylketonuria y IG Jennings et althe effects on the folding process itself and the possibility of incorrect associations during folding, superimposed with the simultaneous processes in the cellular environment such as interactions with chaperones and degradation by proteases, make the prediction of the ultimate fate of the protein function in the cell difficult. For example, accelerated proteolytic turnover has been shown for mutations F39L, K42I, L48S, I65T, A104D and R157N. 39 Nevertheless, our results show that the analysis of the three-dimensional structure can in the most favourable cases give us reliable predictions of the metabolic phenotype, and in less favourable cases identify mutations for which such predictions may be difficult to make and the more laborious expression studies may be necessary. Ultimately, the protein function does depend on its three-dimensional structure, and that in turn is encoded by its sequence; it is the pathway between them that is complex, and a combination of methods will be necessary to get a grip on all the steps involved. This is underscored by the recent study of PAH mRNA from PKU patients, showing unexpected splicing effects by some nonsense and missense mutations. 28 Every one of these methods, however, yields a different piece of the puzzle and is therefore essential for the complete understanding of mechanisms leading to PKU. There are some mutations in the PAH Mutation Analysis Consortium Database (http://www.mcgill.ca/pahdb), not included in our set of 120 mutations, that may not fit into any of our structural categories. These include mutations in the tetramerisation domain and the N-terminal autoregulatory sequence. The dimeric protein lacking the tetramerisation domain has similar catalytic and regulatory properties as wild type PAH, [36] [37] [38] but requires twofold higher phenylalanine concentration for activation. The two known mutations (L430P and A447D) may cause protein aggregation. The mutations in the N-terminal autoregulatory sequence that destabilised the interaction between the autoregulatory sequence and the catalytic domain could result in a constitutively active enzyme and lead to hypophenylalaninaemia, not HPA. The only known missense mutation in the N-terminal autoregulatory sequence known is S16P. Phosphorylation at S16 reduces the concentration of phenylalanine required for activation, [1] [2] [3] and the S16P mutation would be expected to affect the delicate balance of phenylalanine concentration and PAH activity in vivo. The large number of different mutations resulting in defective enzyme activity points to PAH being an enzyme not very tolerant to mutations. In total 235 missense PAH mutations associated with PKU have been identified at the time of this study, affecting 170 residues. If only the catalytic domain of PAH is taken into account; mutations in 135 residues of the 308 residues are associated with PKU. Tolerance of protein sequences to mutations has been studied in a few systems, including T4 lysozyme, 40 HIV-1 protease 41 and lac repressor. 42 In these systems, some 40% of amino acid positions are sensitive to substitution. The percentage of sensitive residues in PAH as assessed by the PKU mutations is comparable, even though the scope of the natural 'mutagenesis' is likely to be less thorough. The high sensitivity of PAH to mutations likely reflects its special structural characteristics associated with its tight regulation, required as a result of its central role as a rate-limiting step of several metabolic pathways.
Further expression, structural and mechanistic studies will give us the opportunity to utilise one of the largest available mutation databases to improve our understanding of the resistance of enzymes to genetic alteration. On the other hand, the availability of structural information will help predict the likely effects of unclassified mutations associated with PKU, as well as new mutations that may be discovered. The type of analysis we performed could in principle be extended through computational modelling studies, but only when the available force fields are improved. 43 Deeper insight into the molecular effects of PAH mutations will finally be possible with a more detailed understanding of the substrate binding sites and the catalytic mechanism, detailed expression studies, analysis of transcripts, and structural studies of individual mutant proteins. Because of the likely conservation of three-dimensional structures in the aromatic amino acid hydroxylase family, the structure of PAH may also provide a structural framework for understanding the inherited diseases associated with TyrOH and TrpOH, including the neuro-degenerative disorders infantile Parkinsonism and Segawa's syndrome. [44] [45] [46] [47] 
